
Purifas® BodyShield™ (ARTG: 382531)
The ultimate in client protection and comfort perfection

* Our BodyShield Dispenser is sold separately and comes with two roll bungs, two bed hooks and screws, one roll of BodyShields 
(100 cm x 232 cm) and one wall-mounting guide.

The Purifas BodyShield is a soft, smooth and noiseless covering for therapy beds that not only 
protects clients from the risk of infection but offers them unrivalled comfort, which they love.

Manufactured from a high-quality polypropylene, the BodyShield is resistant to sweat, saliva, water 
and blood, and both clinical and scientific testing have proved that the BodyShield reduces the 
transmission of bacteria by more than 90%.

Strong and durable, the BodyShield covers the entire surface of the therapy bed and is kept in place 
using our bed hooks — which means there is no movement during treatment and the therapy bed is 
protected at all times. It's also 100% recyclable.
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Partner it with our BodyShield Dispenser* — which provides single-touch dispensing and tearing — 
and the BodyShield can be effortlessly and hygienically placed on the therapy bed.
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Furnish your entire clinic with Purifas.
Contact us today for a no-obligation quote.
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HEALTHCARE-ASSOCIATED INFECTIONS — A MAJOR PROBLEM

The World Health Organization cites healthcare-associated infections (HAIs) as the most frequent 
adverse event in health care delivery worldwide. Many HAIs are preventable through the use of 
proper hygiene practice and tools, however, on average 452 people daily acquire a healthcare-
associated infection, primarily due to poor compliance to hygiene practices.

INFECTION RISK IN THERAPY IS REAL

The Australian Guidelines for the Prevention and Control of Infection in Healthcare states that  
“…to be effective, infection prevention and control must be a priority in every healthcare facility…” 
and that it is “…central to providing high quality healthcare for patients and a safe working 
environment for those who work in [a] healthcare setting.”

The therapy bed is exposed to harmful pathogens through contact and droplet transmission 
mechanisms. Without proper hygiene practices, the therapy bed becomes a potential source of 
infection as it is shared among clients.

A study, where 16 chiropractors’ therapy tables were randomly swabbed, found 30 different 
species of gram-positive bacteria and eight different species of gram-negative bacteria  — any of 
which have been known to cause serious infections.

NON-TOXIC AND 100% RECYCLABLE

Purifas BodyShield is manufactured from non-toxic materials in accordance with ISO 13485 (quality 
management systems for medical devices). Designed and developed with the environment in mind, the 
BodyShield is 100% recyclable.

New Zealand

To keep your used BodyShields out of landfill, find out what recycling services are available 
in your town or region.

Australia

To recycle your used BodyShields:

1. return your used BodyShields to Purifas, where they will be collected and then recycled  
 by our recycling partner, CircMed, or

2. purchase a Zero Waste Box™ from TerraCycle Australia

You can find more information on our site. 

The comfort level of the bed cover is unparalleled. Our clients and customers have 
consistently praised the luxurious feel and softness it provides. Not only does it enhance the 
overall experience for our patients, but it also showcases our commitment to providing the 
utmost comfort and care. — Mena Ghaly, Founder and CEO, Function PCP
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PREFERRED BY 93% OF CLIENTS

Market research showed that 84% of clients expected their therapist to follow best practice guidelines.  
Compared to using a clean towel or a disinfected therapy bed, 93% preferred their therapist use the BodyShield.

INDEPENDENT CLINICAL TESTING — REDUCES RISK OF INFECTION 
BY 94%

A clinical trial completed by an independent microbiologist from Macquarie University in Sydney 
showed that:

• during a 10-minute massage using an unprotected therapy bed, an average person would transfer 
approximately 132 CFUs (colony-forming units) of bacteria on to the bed; and

• during an identical 10-minute massage, this time using a therapy bed protected by the BodyShield, 
the transmission of bacteria was reduced by 94%.

Control Swab 
(pre-massage) Without BodyShieldWith BodyShield

COLLECTED DATA FROM CLINICAL TRIAL

SCIENTIFIC TESTING  
— BACTERIAL FILTRATION EFFICIENCY 81%

The Purifas BodyShield has been tested by an independent laboratory to international 
standard ASTM F2101 for bacterial filtration efficiency. The standard, which is utilised 
for surgical masks, uses a liquid suspension biological aerosol of Staphylococcus 
aureus delivered to the filtration media at a constant flow rate of 28.3 litres per 
minute. Results showed the BodyShield can reduce bacterial transfer by 81%.

As a massage therapist and healer, I’m always looking for 
products that help me in my practice. The best product to 
date has been the Purifas BodyShield bed covers and face 
hole covers. They protect the bed, are comfortable for the 
client, easy to change in between clients and save on my 
washing time. This in itself is better for the environment! So 
a great product that I will be continuing to use in my practice 
over the years. — Donna Bonus, Business Owner, Pure Magick
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The Purifas BodyShield is available in two sizes (both with and 
without the face hole):

 Small (72 cm x 232 cm) — AU$33.00 / NZ$33.60 (per roll of 30 units)

 Large (100 cm x 232 cm) — AU$48.40 / NZ$49.20 (per roll of 30 units)

FULFIL YOUR OBLIGATION

The BodyShield enables every therapist 
to effectively and efficiently maintain 
a hygienic, therapeutic environment by 
adhering to best practice. Exercise your 
duty of care in a simple and convenient 
way with a product clients love.

ELEVATE PROFESSIONALISM 
AND REPUTATION

Switch to the Purifas BodyShield today 
and join other leading and progressive 
therapists from around the world.

BODYSHIELD DISPENSER

Our BodyShield Dispenser provides 
hygienic, single-touch dispensing and 
tearing, which means the BodyShield can 
be effortlessly placed and secured on the 
therapy bed.
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